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NoticeNoticeNoticeNotice

� Please read the manual carefully before use.
� The installation and repair work must be undertaken by a qualified and competent person.
� The cooker hood should be put on 220-240V~ /50Hz/60Hz.
� The range hood is for indoor household use only.
� Some pictures in this manual for the diagram for reference purposes only, if the picture does not match

with the real, the real product.
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Components

Figure 1

No. Part Name No. Part Name
1 Snail shell groupware 4 Body groupware
2 Carbon filter groupware 5 filter groupware
3 Lamp groupware 6 Switch groupware
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Feature

1、The cooker hood is made of high quality materials in a streamlined design.
2、Equipped with low noise electric motor, the cooker hood produces strong suction, low noise.
3、Special wind tunnel construction, free dirt will be absorbed in a second.

Installation andandandand noticenoticenoticenotice

1、The cooker hood should be placed 65~75cm up
from the cooking plane for safe and a good effect.
See Fig.2；

2、There shall be adequate ventilation of the room
when the cooker hood is used at the same time as
appliances burning gas or other fuels.

3、Adjust the throttle knob position as to
determine the type of exhaust fumes.Fig.3.

4、Drill 3 holes with a diameter of 8mm to accommodate
the bracket, and the holes must be aligned.

5、Insert plastic expand tube into the holes.
6、Insert wood bolt into the plastic expand tube and tighten.
7、Hang the cooker hood on the wood bolt.
8、Fix the external vent to outlet ,then feed it through to

external wall. See Fig.4. Figure 2

Figure 3 Figure 4

♦ Install range hood before cabinet should be cleaned, so as not to be sucked into the machine of residual
wood chips.

♦ Hood can not be shared with any other appliance exhaust pipe, such as heating pipes, gas pipes, hot air
Road so.

♦ Exhaust pipe bend to be ≥ 120 °, parallel to or higher than the starting point for access to the outside.
♦ The body should be observed after the installation level and avoid the skew, shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5
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Electrical Diagram

Figure 6

Main Parameters

Model PCH6004H

Motor Single Double

Ratingvoltage 220-240V～/50Hz/60Hz

Lightingpower 40W×1 Candle shape 25W×2 Candle shape

Lamp holder E14

Motor power 110W 220W

Duct diamete Φ120mm

Exhaust volume 240m³/h 360m³/h

Air pressure ≥150Pa ≥180Pa

Noise 56dB 58dB

Abnormity and Solution

If found to have abnormal range hoods, please unplug the power plug, please asking the manufacturer or
its service agent for repair and maintenance. Do not make the repair by yourselves.

Failure phenomenon Analysis Treatment
The motor do not
work

1、Wind wheel stuck Rule out the wind wheel stuck fault
2、Motor bearing damage. Replacement Motor

Light does not shine Bad lighting Replacement of lighting
Light does not shine
and the motor does not
work

Light does not shine and the
motor does not work

Replacement power cord

Body vibration

Damaged impeller imbalance,
resulting in thermal motion

Replacement of the impeller

Motor does not lock Locking motor
Suspension is not a strong body Fastening body

Suction is not enough

The distance between the hood
and cooking plane is too big.

Re-adjust height range hood

Exhaust pipe blocked or too
many bends.

Clean exhaust pipe and to minimize
the transition curve

Body skew Hanging body screw loose, so
that the body skew

Screws so that the body level
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Safety Warning

☆ The appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical sensory
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given
supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.

☆ Yong children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
☆ Do not flambé under the cooker hood.
☆ Caution: Accessible parts may become hot when used with cooking appliance;
☆ This range hood is only applicable to the family, does not apply to barbecue, barbecue restaurant

and other commercial uses.
☆ Please choose the professionals to install the machine.
☆ Range hood and filters must be regularly cleaned to maintain good suction effect.
☆ When cleaning make sure you turn the power off.
☆ Method of cleaning according to the instructions provided, to avoid the risk of range hoods with

fire.
☆ Prohibit the use of fire heated directly hood.
☆ If the suction system failure, to avoid risk, visit your local service center for repairs.
☆ Consumption of gas in the stove hood or other gas used, keep the room well ventilated.
☆ The air must not be discharged into a flue that is used for exhausting fumes from appliances

burning gas or other fuels.
☆ There is a fire risk if cleaning is not carried out in accordance with the instructions.
☆ Follow the local laws applicable for external air evacuation.

Use and maintenance

1．Stall speed adjustment, Fig. 7:
a 、Press the power button, the control motor to stop running;
b 、By the "slow file" button, the motor into a slow run;
c 、By "mid-range" button, the motor into the medium-speed running;
d 、By "fast file" button, the motor into the fast running;
e 、By "light" button, left and right lights on, then "light" button, so lights out.

Figure 7
2．Soot filters for cleaning, Fig. 8:

Range hood and filters must be regularly cleaned to maintain good suction effect.
Fumes are used for precision aluminum mesh filter, cleaning products do not use a corrosive

effect on metal cleaning agent.
Keep the room ventilated to maintain good effect. Please follow the cleaning:

Method 1: the filter immersed in hot water about 40-50℃, pour detergent, soak for about 2-3 minutes,
put on leather gloves, scrub with a soft brush, attention to moderate force, so as not to damage
the filter.

Method 2: If conditions are available dishwasher. Will filter into the dishwasher, adding detergent, the
washing temperature can be adjusted to about 60℃.
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Figure 8
3．Cleaning and maintenance of range hoods

Cut off the mains before cleaning.
① Oil deposit in the hood on a long-term corrosion of the body would be the application of hot water +

soap or ordinary non-corrosive cleaning agents, cleaning once per week. Do not use abrasive
cleaning, it will damage the body.

② When cleaning, be careful not to let water into the motor, and other important parts, so as not to
cause electric shock or damage the unit.
♦ Do not get the filter burnt or roasted.
♦ Do not open the strap around the web surface, causing scattered filters.
♦ If the power cord or plug is damaged, must be dedicated to replace the power cord with plug.

4．Replacement Lamp
Unplug from the socket outlet before replace the lamp. Allow the lamp to cool down before replacing.

1 Rotate the lamp to dismount it, Mount on the new light in reverse direction. (See detail lamp
requirement in ” Main Parameters”)

2 If the appliance is fitted with LED lamp, please do not replace it by yourself. It must be replaced
by the manufacturer or its service agent.

3 When the lamp replacement，never touch the bulb that has been turn on or turn off in a short time
to avoid burns.

Packing list

No. Part Name Qty. No. Part Name Qty.

1 Instruction Manual 1 3 Plastic expand tube 4

2 Check valve groupware 1 4 Wood bolt 4

5.5.5.5. DisposalDisposalDisposalDisposal
Please dispose of it at your local community waste collection/recycling centre and ensure it presents no danger
to children while being stored for disposal. The plug must be rendered useless and the cable cut off to prevent
misuse.
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